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a Date November 23, 1963 

MISS AUDREY Blu, 35. A Inwood Road, Surgery 
Supervisor at Parkland Hospitc ‘a Dallas, stated she was 
am she operating room at She $: SUrsery was .serlormed-on 
Governor JOHN CONNALLY by Doctu. CHARLES FRANCIS GRSEEGRY 
and Doctor TOM SHIRES and that  lter:surgery nad been 
completed she obtained custody 02 the meatal fragment which 
had been placed in a small recestacle and which hed been 
removed from the right arm of ¢>2 Governor by Doctor 
GREGORY. She stated her in or. cious from the Governor's 
office were to identify the met-1 fragment and to turn 
this possible evidence over to “Texas State Trooper BO3 
MOL& whom she understocd was to transfer.the metal 
fragment to the Federal Bureau of Investigation. She 
stated she obtained a receipt from Officer NOLAN, and 
that her files contain a copy of this receipt. 
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Miss BELL stated she did not of her own wmowledge 
know of any other metal fragment which may have been 
removed from the Governor's body during surgery. She . 
stated she was aware that there had been a small flesh wound 
GP pene patton of the skin ty.’scme object in the Governor's 
left Sect owever, no surgery was perforned in connection 

@e withr this wound. 
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on ieaeiee at __ Dallas, Taxas Filo # pr 89-43 

p J, DOYLE WILLTAMS os ___ ate dictared __42/23/03 
@gntelee polther recommendationa nor conaiusiona of the Fol. [t $e the property of the FBt aad ta loaned to 
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